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Abstract

We examine positive semigroups acting on Banach lattices and operator algebras. In the lattice
framework we characterize strict positivity and strict ordering of holomorphic semigroups by irreduci-
bility criteria. In the algebraic setting we derive ergodic criteria for irreducibility and discuss various
aspects of strict positivity. Finally we examine invariant states of a C*-dynamical system in which the
automorphism group is replaced by a strongly positive semigroup. We demonstrate that ergodic states
are characterized by a cluster property despite the absence of a covariant implementation law for the
semigroup.

1980 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc): primary 47 D 05; secondary 47 C 15.

0. Introduction

In several recent papers, Bratteli, Kishimoto and Robinson (1980), Kishimoto and
Robinson (1981), Bratteli and Robinson (1981a), various aspects of positive
semigroups acting on function spaces and operator algebras were examined. The
first purpose of the present note is to extend to Banach lattices some of these
results which characterize strictly positive holomorphic semigroups on Lp-spaces.
Secondly we discuss various aspects of positive and strictly positive semigroups
acting on operator algebras. Finally we examine the ergodic structure of invariant
states over C*- (and W*-) dynamical systems formed by an algebra and a
strongly positive semigroup acting on the algebra.
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1. Banach lattices

A (real) Banach lattice is a Banach space "35 equipped with an order relation >•
such that ® is a lattice with respect to the order and, moreover, the ordering
respects the topological structure. In particular if x, y G <$> and | x > | < | j ' | then
11*11 *£ \\y\\ where | • | denotes the modules of an element and || • || denotes the
norm. For further details about Banach lattices we refer to Schaefer (1974).
Although we deal with real lattices all our results can be extended to complex
lattices by the usual complexification procedure.

Next let 5 = {S,},^0 be a C0-semigroup acting on the Banach lattice (6J?>, >).
We define S to be positive, and write S > 0 if Sr®+ C %+ for all t > 0 where <8> +

denotes the positive elements of %. Moreover we define 5 to be strictly positive,
S > 0, whenever

f(S,x) > 0

for all non-zero x G ® + , all non-zero/ G '$>+ , and all t > 0.
We begin by recalling a result which connects strict positivity and an irreduci-

bility condition. Basically a set of bounded operators acting on some structure is
said to be irreducible if it does not leave any proper substructure invariant.
Emphasis on different structural features leads to different notions of irreducibil-
ity and it is important to distinguish between them.

If A is a set of bounded operators on a Banach space % then a subset S C % is
called ,4-invariant if AS C 5. Moreover A is defined to be fi-irreducible if {0}
and <35 are the only A -invariant Banach subspaces.

Next a subspace S C % is called solid if x G S, y £ "35, and | y \ < | x \ , implies
y G S. Equivalently S is solid if 1. x G 5 implies | x | G S, and 2. x G S+ ,
y G %+ , and 0 ^ ^ «£ x implies y G S+ . A solid subspace of 6JJ is called an
(order) ideal and a solid Banach subspace is called a Banach ideal. Finally the set
of bounded operators A is defined to be ^/-irreducible if {0} and <$> are the only
A -invariant Banach ideals.

The following criteria for 5/-irreducibility of a positive semigroup follows from
Chapter III, Proposition 8.3, in Schaefer (1974).

PROPOSITION 1. Let S = {S,}ts,0 be a positive semigroup acting on the Banach
lattice C$>,>). The following conditions are equivalent:

1. S is Bl-irreducible,
2. for each x > 0 the ideal generated by {Stx}l>0 is dense in 6J5,
3. for each non-zero x G <$>+ and non-zero f G "35* there exists a t > 0 such that

f(S,x)>0.
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Next we equate Z?/-irreducibility of a holomorphic semigroup with strict
positivity of the semigroup by extension to Banach lattices of a result previously
obtained for Lp-spaces, Kishimoto and Robinson (1981),

PROPOSITION 2. Let {%,~>) be a Banach lattice and S = {S,},a0 a positive

holomorphic semigroup acting on(S>.IfxG(S> + andf E <S>̂  then either

f(S,x)>0 forallt>0,

or

f(S,x) = 0 forallt>0.

PROOF. The proof is very similar to that of Simon (1973), Kishimoto and
Robinson (1981), but one needs to emphasize various features of the lattice
structure. First choose a sequence t such that tn -* 0 and

II x - S,x\\ < 2 " \

Next for m < n define xm „ by

A S

It follows that

\J ^ ^ J\, j\, _i_ i

— v A ( v ^ v - 4 - ^ 1 v^ — v A ^ 1 v

where y ± denotes the positive and negative parts of y G •$ and the fourth step
uses the lattice version of the triangle inequality (Schaefer (1974), page 53).
Consequently

Similarly one finds that \\x — xm m\\ <^2~m and hence

n-\

I I * * m , J I ^ H * * m . m H + I t " X m , k X m . k + \ " ^ *
k = m

This method of estimation also gives \\xm n> - xmni\\ «£ 2""1 for all n2 > n, and

this last estimate shows that the limit

xm = lim xmn
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exists. Moreover one has 0 < xm < x and

|| X Xm || *s Z

Now suppose that/(S,o;c) = 0 for some /0 > 0. Since 0 < xm < xm „ < S, x for
n s* w and S,<$ + C %+ one has

0

for n > m. Consequently f(S,xm) = 0 for / = t0 — tn with n^ m sufficiently large
that t0 > tn. Thus t0 is an accumulation point of zeros of the holomorphic
function t\^f(S,xm). Hence f(S,xm) = 0 for all t > 0 and, by limiting,/(5,x) = 0
for all t > 0.

Combination of Propositions 1 and 2 immediately yields the following criterion
for strict positivity.

THEOREM 3. Let S — {St}l>0 be a positive holomorphic semigroup acting on the
Banach lattice (%, 3=). The following conditions are equivalent:

1. S is strictly positive,
2. S is Bl-irreducible.

REMARKS. 1. The holomorphy of S is only required to prove 2 => 1.
2. Explicit examples show that strict positivity does not imply 5-irreducibility.

The foregoing irreducibility criterion for strict positivity differs from that
obtained in Kishimoto and Robinson (1981). For example Theorem 3 of this
reference established that a positive holomorphic semigroup on % = Lp(x; dp),
with 1 *£/>»£ oo, is strictly positive if, and only if, {St}l>0 U -L°°(x; dp) is
B-irreducible or, equivalently, if S, U L°°(x; dfi) is 5-irreducible for some t > 0.
In these criteria Lx(x; dp) is viewed as a set of bounded multiplication operators
on Lp(x; dp) and fi-irreducibihty of the larger set S U L°° replaced 5/-irreduc-
ibility of S. It is natural to ask whether there is an analogue of these results for a
general Banach lattice and one problem is to find a replacement for the abelian
algebra L°° of multiplication operators. If % is order complete the natural
candidate appears to be the abelian algebra generated by the band projections,
that is, the projections onto the order complete Banach ideals of © (see Schaefer
(1974) Chapter II, Section 2 for a discussion of the existence of these projections).

Proposition 2 and Theorem 3 have analogues for the comparison of semi-
groups. If S = {S,}tit0, and T = {T,}tSs0 are two semigroups on (<$, 3=) then S is
defined to be larger than T, S > T, if (S, - Tl)

<$>+ <z9>+ for all t > 0. Moreover
5 is defined to be strictly larger than T, S > T, whenever

f((S,-T!)x)>0
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for all non-zero x E ® + , all non-zero /£<$>*, and all t > 0. The analogue of
Proposition 2 is the following.

PROPOSITION 4. Let ("35, s=) be a Banach lattice and S = {St}l>0, T — {T,}l>0,

two positive holomorphic semigroups acting on % such that S > T. If x G <$> + and

f E "3J* then either

f((S, - T,)x) > 0 for allt>Q

or

S,- Tt)x) = 0 forallt>0.

PROOF. The proof is a repetition of reasoning used to prove Theorem 10 in
Kishimoto and Robinson (1981).

The next result is a generalization of Theorem 3. Again the proof is a repetition
of reasoning already used to obtain a similar conclusion in the Lp-context in the
foregoing reference.

THEOREM 5. Let S = {S,}l>0, T = {7^},>0, be positive holomorphic semigroups
acting on the Banach lattice (%, 3=) such that S > T. The following conditions
conditions are equivalent:

\.S>T.
2. {5, - T,}t>0 is Bl-irreducible.

Similarly it follows as in Kishimoto and Robinson (1981) that if S > T then
every S-invariant Banach ideal is T-invariant and if S > 0 then 5 > T or S = T.

We conclude this discussion of positive semigroups on a Banach lattice with a
remark concerning the modulus semigroup. Kubokawa (1975) has demonstrated
that if S is a C0-semigroup acting on L\x; d\i) then there exists a unique positive
C0-semigroup S such that

S,\x\-z*\S,x\ , t >0,

for all x E L\x; dfi) and S is the smallest such semigroup (with respect to the
order >). The semigroup S is called the modulus semigroup of S; it is constructed
from S in two steps. First one defines the modulus | St \ of each S, by

| S, | \x |= sup | S,y\
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and then extending to non-positive elements by linearity. Second one demon-
strates that the limit

S, = Hm |S,/2-|
n~* oo

exists, defines a C0-semigroup, and S, > | S, | . (In fact Kubokawa uses a slightly
different limit to define S but it follows by a slight extension of his arguments
that S is also given by the above limit.)

In the general Banach lattice setting it is impossible to define a similar modulus
semigroup; the construction relies either upon special V-, or L°°-, properties for
the existence of | S, | or upon special features of the semigroup S. Nevertheless if 5
exists the following result relates irreducibility properties of 51 and S.

THEOREM 6. Let S = {S,}/>0 be a C0-semigroup on an order complete Banach
lattice (®, 3=) and assume the modulus semigroup S of S exists. It follows that an
order complete Banach ideal {&, > ) is S-invariant if, and only if, it is S-invariant.

P R O O F . A s s u m e ( & , s*) i s 5 - i n v a r i a n t a n d x e i B u t

S,\x\>\S,x\

and S,\x\S&. Therefore S,x G & and & is S-invariant.
Conversely if (6E, >) is 5-invariant and x G & then

| S , | | x | = sup \S,y\ .

But since | y \ < | x \ one has y E & and hence S,y G &. Consequently | S, \ | x \ G (J
and S, | x | G & by order completeness. But

S, | x | > | S,x |

and hence 5rx G &, that is, (£ is 5-invariant.

REMARK. Order completeness is not used in the proof that S invariance implies
•S-invariance.

2. Operator algebras

In this section we discuss the extension of some of the foregoing results to
positive semigroups acting on a C* -algebra. We first demonstrate that Proposi-
tion 1 is valid in this alternative setting, albeit for different reasons, and
subsequently we examine semigroups with the strict positivity property.
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Let 21 denote a C*-algebra, 31+ the positive elements of 31, and 31 sa the
self-adjoint elements. The set 3lifl forms a real Banach space with respect to the
norm of 21 and this space is ordered by the relation > induced by 31+ . But
(2l i a , >) is a Banach lattice if, and only if the algebra 31 is abelian (see, for
example, Bratteli and Robinson (1979) Example 4.2.6). Thus for nonabelian 21 the
analysis of positive semigroups on (9lia, > ) is quite different from the Banach
lattice situation. Nevertheless one can introduce solid subsets, ideals, and Banach
ideals, of 31 sa by the same definitions used in the Banach lattice context. The
definition of 57-irreducibility also remains unchanged, as do the criteria of
Proposition 1.

THEOREM 7. Let S = {St}t>Q be a positive semigroup acting on the real ordered
Banach space (3lsa, >) associated with the C*-algebra 31. The following conditions
are equivalent:

\. S is Bl-irreducible.
2. For each x > 0 the ideal generated by {Stx}l>0 is dense in %sa.
3. For each state u on 3t and each x > 0 there exists a t > 0 such that

u(S,x) > 0.

REMARK. The theorem is valid for any set of positive operators S with the
property SS C S.

PROOF. 1 => 2. Assume Condition 2 is false. Thus there is an x > 0 such that the
Banach ideal & generated by {Stx}l>0 is a strict subspace of 31 Ja. Therefore
Condition 1 is false.

2 => 1. Assume that Condition 1 is false. Thus there exists a non-trivial
S-invariant Banach ideal & C 3IM. Let x be a non-zero positive element of &. It
follows that the ideal generated by {S,x}t>0 cannot be dense in 2tia, that is,
Condition 2 is false.

2 => 3. Assume Condition 3 is false. Thus ^ ( ^ J C ) = 0 for all t > 0 and
consequently u(\y |) = 0 for all y E %sa such that \y\< S,x for some t > 0. But
| u>(y) | < u(\y |) and hence «(>>) = 0. Therefore u \& = 0 where & is the Banach
ideal generated by {S,x}l>0. Since w =£ 0 and x # 0 the ideal & is non-trivial and
Condition 2 is false.

3 => 2. Assume Condition 2 is false. Thus there exists a non-zero x G 21 + such
that the Banach ideal & generated by {S,x}l>0 is non-trivial. Next consider the
faithful representation
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where the direct sums extend over the state space £ a of 21 and (%u, iru) denotes
the representation associated with « G £ a . First it follows from Topping (1965)
that the weak closure w((£)~ of ir(&) is a non-trivial Banach ideal of the
self-adjoint part Msa of the weak closure M of 7r(2l). Second it follows from
Proposition 3 of the foregoing reference that there exists a projection E G Msa

such that ir(&y= EMsaE. But since & ¥= 2tJfl one has E ¥= I. Thus if <// is a
normalized vector in ( / — E)% the associated state u(A) = (\p, A\p) vanishes on
& and Condition 3 is false.

Next we consider the notion of a strictly positive semigroup acting on a
C*-algebra. For a general C*-algebra this notion does not appear to be particu-
larly appropriate. For example, if one demands that u(Stx) > 0 for all w G E%.,
all non-zero x G 2t+ , and all t > 0, then one must have u(x) > 0 for all
•S-invariant w and all non-zero x G 21 + . But there are many examples which do
not satisfy these latter conditions. Nevertheless strict positivity appears natural
for a ^ - a l g e b r a . But since a strongly continuous positive semigroup on an
abelian W* -algebra is automatically uniformly continuous (Kishimoto and
Robinson 1981) we now restrict our attention to a-weakly continuous semigroups.

If S = {5,} r > 0 i s a a-weakly continuous semigroup over the JP*-algebra M,
with So = / , we define S to be positive whenever S,M+ £ M + for all t > 0, and
strictly positive if u(S,x) > 0 for all normal states w, all non-zero x G M+ , and
all t > 0.

Strictly positive semigroups occur in the framework of equilibrium statistical
mechanics at finite temperature. One way of constructing such semigroups is as
follows.

Let g G G H» ag G Aut M be a a-weakly continuous action of the locally com-
pact abelian group G as *-automorphisms of the W* -algebra M. Further let
r E R + h » ( i , b e a convolution semigroup (see Berg and Forst (1975)) over G which
is absolutely continuous with respect to the Haar measure dg on G and for which
H,(G) < 1. Finally assume the existence of a G-ergodic state u(X) = (fl, XQ)
over M which is faithful, that is, 12 is both cyclic and separating for M. The
positive contraction semigroup S on M is then defined by

S,x =

To prove that S is strictly positive we argue by contradiction. Assume there exists
a normal state w', a non-zero x G M+ , and a / > 0, such that u'(S,x) = 0. Since
jn,(g) > 0 for Jg-almost all g we conclude that

[dgU'{ag(x))=0
J A
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for any bounded subset A C G. By taking a limit over an appropriate net one

obtains a mean value of a(x) and G-ergodicity and faithfulness of w then imply

that

0 = lim -^— f dga'(a(x)) =u(

(see, for example, Bratteli and Robinson (1979) Theorems 4.3.22 and 4.3.23). This
is a contradiction and hence S is strictly positive.

The foregoing scheme occurs for the finite temperature pure phase equilibrium
states of the ideal gases or for interacting quantum spin systems (see, for example,
Bratteli and Robinson (1981b)). In these models one could take G = R", or Z",
the group of space translations, and dfit{x) — (47rty/2exp{-x2/4t}d"x. It is
perhaps worth noting that the corresponding semigroup is not strictly positive in
the ground state nor in the corresponding C*-dynamical system. These conclu-
sions follow because the ground states u are S-invariant but there are positive
non-zero x for which u(x) — 0. Thus strict positivity discriminates between zero
temperature and non-zero temperature behaviour.

One can describe the notion of strict positivity in terms of support projections.
If x e Msa the support projection P(x) is defined as the smallest orthogonal
projection in M such that

P(x)x = x = xP(x).

The following criterion follows immediately.

PROPOSITION 8. Let A be a positive bounded operator on the W*-algebra M and
let x be a non-zero positive element of M. The following conditions are equivalent:

1. <j>(Ax) > 0 for all normal states on M.
2. P(Ax) = 1.

Therefore 5 = {S,}l>0 is strictly positive if and only if P(S,x) = 1 for all
non-zero positive x and all t > 0. Note also if P(S, x) = 1 then P(Stx) = 1 for all
t s* t0. Thus strict positivity is equivalent to an instantaneous increase of P(S,x)
to its maximum value as t changes from zero to a non-zero value.

3 . Invariant states

Throughout this final section we examine a pair (21, S) where 21 is a C*-algebra

and S a semigroup acting on % which is strongly positive in the sense that

S,(x*x) > S,(x)*S,(x)
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for all x G 21 and all t > 0. For simplicity we assume strong continuity of the map
t > 0 H» S, but this is not essential. Moreover we note that S is self-adjoint in the
sense that

S,(x*) = S,(x)*.

The semigroups constructed in the previous section from *-automorphism groups
and convolution measures satisfy the above properties; the strong positivity was
established in Bratteli and Robinson (1981a).

Next we are interested in S-invariant states, that is, states to over 2( satisfying

for all t > 0 and x G 91. The S-invariant states form a convex set which is a weak
* compact if 21 possess an identity. An 5-invariant state w is defined to be
5-ergodic if the only 5-invariant positive functionals which it majorizes are of the
form \u with 0 < A < 1.

Strong positivity is of importance because it implies that

<o(S,(*)*5,(x)) < a(S,(x*x)) = u(x*x)

for each 5-invariant state. Hence if (%a, iro, Qu) denotes the cyclic representation
associated with w then

Therefore one can define linear contraction operators 5 = {5},> 0 on %u by
setting

and then extending by continuity. Since 5 is a semigroup it readily follows that
the 5, form a semigroup, that is, SsSt = Ss+r Moreover t -> 5, is strongly
continuous and 5,fiM = Bu. We let Eu denote the orthogonal projection on the
subspace of %u formed by the vectors invariant under all St. Thus flw G Eu%u.

It follows from the mean ergodic theorem (see, for example, Bratteli and
Robinson (1979), Proposition 4.3.4 and Example 4.3.5) that

lim -i [Tdt(+, S,<S>) = (+, EJ>) = lim ~

for all h+e %u.

THEOREM 9. Let S be a strongly positive, self-adjoint, C0-semigroup of contrac-
tions acting on the C*-algebra 21. Further let u be an S-invariant state over 21 with
associated cyclic representation (%u, 7ru, S2W). Define the C0-semigroup of contrac-
tions 5 on %u such that
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and let Eu denote the orthogonal projection on the S-invariant subspace of%u. The
following conditions are equivalent:

].KmT^x(l/T)foTdtu(xSl(y)) = u(x)u(y),
2. Eu has rank one,

and imply
3. to is S-ergodic.

Moreover if
4. KmT^J\/T)tfdt{*, mJiSt(x), y])QJ = 0

for all x, y G 21 and <j> G %a then the first three conditions are equivalent.

PROOF. 1 <=> 2. This is an algebraic restatement of the mean ergodic theorem for
S.

2 => 3. Let w' be an S-invariant state which is dominated by w. It follows that
there exists a positive^ G wu(9l)' with \\A\\ =£ 1 and u(A) — 1 such that

a'(x) = (Qa,A«u(x)Qu).

But since «' is 5-invariant this gives

(Qu, Awo(x)Qa) = {Qa, AS,iro(x)Qo).

Therefore by taking mean values one obtains

u , AQJ

4 + 3 => 2. For each x G 91 define the linear functional <j>x by

(4) *x(y)= lim ^ fTdto>(yS,(x*x))
T^ oo •/ •'0

(The second identification follows from the mean ergodic theorem.) But using
Condition 4 one has

(2) 4>x(y*y) = lim ^ fTdtu(y*SXx*x)y) > 0.
r-> oc J •'o

Thus ^ is positive. Moreover the identification (4) demonstrates that

that is, <j>x is 5"-invariant. But from (2) one sees that
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that is, <px is dominated by u. Therefore Condition 3 implies that

(3)

where 0 < A < IUH2. Setting y equal to the identity (or strongly approximating
fiw by a sequence (wu(>'*)flM}n>, if 91 does not possess an identity) one finds

\=(Qa,iru(x*x)Qo) = u(x*x).

Finally combining (1) and (3) with this identification one obtains the identity

(Qo, *a(y)Euvu(x*x)a0) = «(y)u(x*x)

Thus E^ is the orthogonal projection onto £2W.

A result similar to Theorem 9, for faithful u, has previously been obtained by
Frigerio (1977) and this result has subsequently been extended by Robinson
(1982) and Batty (1982).
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